Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read the sentence and choose the word that makes sense and is spelled correctly. Have your child write the correct word in the blank space.

1. Sam ordered the beef _______________ for dinner.
   filette   fillet   fliette

2. Miss Manners thinks that it is important to practice proper ________________.
   etiquette   etiquet   etikette

3. Helen found an old ________________ that contained her mother’s favorite music.
   casset   cassett   cassette

4. They will stay in a ________________ in the mountains.
   chalette   chalet   challet

5. Our teacher asked us each to write a ________________ by Friday.
   sonnet   sonnette   sonette

6. Cee Cee wore an elaborate ________________ on her arm.
   braclet   bracelet   bracelette

7. Jerome loved to walk his new puppy up and down the ________________.
   avenew   avenu   avenue
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